YOUR HOME DESERVES AN ENGLERT® METAL ROOF

MCA 2005 President’s Award Winner For Residential Roofing

WHY CHOOSE METAL?
A metal roof gives your home beauty, character and real curb appeal. Metal roofing is surprisingly affordable
because a metal roof far outlasts all other roofing options. And most importantly, metal offers real protection
for your most valuable asset — your home.
Advantages of a Metal Roof
• Maintenance-Free
• Increases Your Home’s Value
• Engineered for Strength and Longevity
• Energy Efficient— Energy STAR® Compliant
• Made From Recycled Material
• Won’t Rot, Crack, Split, Break or Burn
• Less Than One Third the Weight of Asphalt
WHY CHOOSE ENGLERT?
We deliver the widest range of metal roofing solutions in the industry, with all the roof profiles and
architectural details you desire. Englert offers a complete program including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Most Comprehensive Warranty in the Business
State-of-the-Art Quality Control and Compliance
A Proven Performer in Hurricanes, High Wind Environments, Earthquakes, Fires, Snow and Ice
A Wide Variety of Standard Colors and the Ability to Custom-Match Any Color
Architectural and Design Support
A Network of Certified Installation Contractors

THE ENGLERT EDGE
Englert is widely recognized as an innovative leader in the Metal Roofing Industry. Englert metal
roofing systems are custom cut and fit at your home to deliver a seamless, high quality roof. Englert
Certified Contractors can solve even the most complex design and installation challenges.
ULTRA–COOL® FINISHES
Englert’s ULTRA-Cool* low-gloss metal roof coatings help reduce energy bills and meet both Energy
STAR and LEED requirements for reflectivity and emissivity. ULTRA-Cool coatings dramatically
increase the reflectivity of medium- to darker-colored roofs. You can enhance the appearance of your
home and save energy costs because reflectivity keeps the roof and interior spaces cooler.

THE COLOR YOU WANT
Whether your roof design calls for a natural weathered appearance or bright high-performance
color, Englert offers a wide array of standard colors.
Englert also offers a wide range of custom metal roofing colors, with short lead times and
low minimum order requirements. Our color experts can match the color of virtually any
material, including brick, wood and fabric.
SMART INSTALLATION
In most applications our metal roofs can be applied directly over an existing roof, saving money and
eliminating a great deal of potential problems. In addition, because there is no old roof to dispose
of, landfill space is spared, which helps protect our environment.
*ULTRA-Cool is a registered trademark of the BASF Corporation

Metal Architecture 2006 – Award Winner For Metal Roofing

BEYOND THE ROOF
The use of ULTRA-Cool Energy STAR Compliant coatings also has a positive impact on the
environment. When heat is reflected away from your home, environmental temperatures are
reduced. Metal roofing naturally contributes to the Sustainable Building Movement.

ABOUT ENGLERT
For over 40 years, Englert has
been one of the preeminent forces

THE BEST WARRANTIES

in metal roofing, and has won

Englert has the best warranties in the business. Our 35-Year Standard Kynar Paint Finish
Warranty is the longest in the industry.

numerous industry awards for a
wide selection of metal roofing
projects. Englert is dedicated to

A SMART INVESTMENT

offering architects, builders, and

An Englert metal roof pays for itself from the day it is installed. Averaged out over the life
of the roof, it is the most affordable choice in the industry, with the lowest overall cost.
Installing an Englert metal roof can also help you qualify for government tax incentives and
energy rebate programs.

home owners innovative solutions

CHOOSE WISELY
For the very finest roof for your home, choose metal.
For the very finest metal roof, choose Englert.

that uniquely combine beauty and
performance.
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